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Details of Visit:

Author: laptops
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 2 Oct 2012 12.30
Duration of Visit: 60mins
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07564054046

The Premises:

Very clean Apartment, easy to get to in a safe area. Good en-suite and a lovely big bed.

The Lady:

Sonia is a stunning blond with an amazing body. Stats as per the profile, approx 5'6", slim size 8,
34C bust and a bum so shapely and sexy that poets could write about for years!
Sonia greeted me wearing a towel. When I see Sonia it's like meeting my mistress. So sexy and
friendly, real girlfriend experience with an easy laugh.

The Story:

This was our 14th meeting, that must say a lot and it just gets better. I arrived to find Sonia wearing
just a towel, which soon came off to reveal a stunning body. We cuddled and I quickly lay down for
a massage to ensure I didn't finish too soon! The massage was relaxing and excellent leading to
touching in the imprtant areas which had me hard as a rock. I turned over and Sonia applied the
condom. Oral is always excellent with lovely gentle ball tickleing. I wanted her so badly and Sonia
sat on my cock allowing me to suck her fantastic tits. We then changed to doggy, her favourite
position and Sonia just wanted my cock more and more leading to the best orgasm I have had for
ages. Sonia cleaned me up and then more massage. I was so tired from work that I opted to finish
with a hand job, which was bloody fantastic. Sonia is a girl in a million. I wish I could keep her all to
myself. Highly recommended.
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